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What our Guests say about House of Java  Rm #113 



Menie
1 month on Airbnb

· March 2024

It was one of the best places we've been to at a very affordable price. The place is very clean, peaceful, and cool.
The garden and the birds perching in our windows in the morning were a treat. Mr. and Mrs. Java were such
wonderful hosts too. My husband and I will have this place booked every time we need to stay overnight in CDO.
During our conference, we cannot help but share with our friends who stayed in hotels and other inns how swerte
we were to have stayed here, special mention the very soft beds, huge (as in huge) clean bathroom and birds
singing as we woke up the next day. Definitely, I would recommend this place, especially to those working online
and doing their board exam reviews. Also, we noticed that our room has its own router - so the internet is very
strong.

Mikee
5 years on Airbnb

· February 2024

We stayed in House of Java for 10 days.
The owners are friendly and made sure that we are secured and all our needs are provided.
Highly recommended! 🙂

Jacky
2 years on Airbnb

· January 2024

Hi fellow travelers! Hope this review helps you.
What I like about the place:
1. It is quite near to some establishments and easy to book a grab car when I'm going somewhere.
2. The WIFI is so reliable that I was able to do my remote work.
3. You can see the sunset from their rooftop!
4. The hosts are accommodating and not a snob.
5. It's quiet.
6. It's spacious despite being cheap. It's squeaky clean too.
Things to know about the place - honest review:
1. There are a lot of mosquitoes, so always close the door. The host will tell you that.
2. If you're going there via grab car, it's best to pin Sto Nino Church then before the church you'll see a narrow
alley, seems sketchy at first haha but that's where House Java is located. Same thing to do when ordering grab
food! Just instruct the driver.
A little side story:
When I was about to check out the road where my grab car would pick me up was closed. So Mrs. Java walked
me to the highway. Such a considerate person.

Jewel
2 years on Airbnb

· November 2023

It was my first time traveling alone to a place I've never been to and without having one I know. However, I found
this place through Airbnb and it was more than what I needed. The place is so great. Location-wise, I did not have
a problem because it had a lot of great near restaurants and it was so near the Limketkai Mall too, which I'm very
happy about. The place was also very safe and secure. I never had a problem sleeping alone since the door
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locks were so secure. The room as well is so squeaky clean! I loved the bathroom so much, I had my own
dresser with a big mirror. The entire room is SO SPACIOUS! Also, I never had to worry about my remote work
because I had my own private WiFi inside the room and it had a strong connection. Both Mr. & Mrs. Java were
also very responsive to my queries. Overall, I was very very happy with my stay. It is definitely my home away
from my home. When I come back to CDO, I'll definitely come back here. Thank you so much!

Timo
Osterode am Harz, Germany

· September 2023

Always again, the host was very friendly, accomodating and helpful. Perfect for a shorter or longer stay! Thank
you so much! :)

Catherine
Baguio, Philippines

· August 2023

if you are looking for quiet and simple place to relax but prefer to still be near the malls in case you need
anything, the Java house is for you. It has all the basic amenities you need and the hosts, Per and Teresita, are
extremely welcoming. The room itself is simple but clean and the beds are comfortable. There are cabinets and
hangers for your things and the bathroom is spacious. The airconditioning is cool, water pressure is good and the
place is secure. l love that there are plants all around. You can see that the place was build thoughtfully and with
care.
Thank you for sharing your space, time and stories, Per and Teresita. ❤ 

Adam
Los Angeles, California

· July 2023

Excellent value for the price. Wi-fi is strong. Shower is good, with an unusually spacious bathroom. Adequate
desk and lots of shelf space to stay organized and work from home. My unit had two twin beds which had very
soft mattresses and those beds were just okay, but I slept more comfortably than I expected. A/C and fan
combined are sufficient to stay cool. The host has specific house rules which, once you've got the hang of them,
are actually convenient for their clarity. Should be noted no guests are allowed without prior approval, which was
fine with me as it was a brief stopover, but might be an issue for some. It's also close to a major mall which I
found useful. For people with disabilities should be noted the units are upstairs and the stairs are circular, quite
steep and narrow.

Adrian Angel
Seville, Spain

· July 2023

This is my 2nd time staying here and I'll definitely stay here again whenever I go back to CDO. The owner is
friendly and very responsive. The place is very comfortable

Noriel
Marikina, Philippines

· June 2023
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I booked Per and Teresita's unit because of security. I have important belongings to keep safe and staying in their
house gave me a sense of peace, warmth, and chill vibes. The place is located in the center of downtown where
malls, shops, and restaurants are near. Jeeps are also en route to their area so commuting will never be a
problem. The place itself is a sanctuary from the busy streets as nature surrounds you which gives you zen
whenever you are at home. Staying at their place is truly a comfort. Will definitely come back!

Carl Erick
Ozamiz City, Philippines

· May 2023

Hosts are exceptionally accommodating like family. Comfortable and easy to deal with. Place is the best. It is at
the center of the city but stay is peaceful like away from the city. It’s like a searchable hidden/secret place to stay.
Good place to do online work/report. Room and everything inside is clean. Definitely a high recommendation.
Excited for my next stay in this place.😊

Lanie
Caloocan, Philippines

· April 2023

Great deal. Spacious room. Close to malls and restos. Tucked in a quiet location in the city so you wont hear
noises from passing vehicles. Very friendly owners.:)

Cristher Jay
Baguio, Philippines

· February 2023

Mrs. and Mr. Java greeted me when I arrived. They were so gracious in waiting for my arrival late at night.
Showed me to my room and explained everything that I can and cannot do. The bed and pillows are just
awesome! Very comfortable! And the room is so specious! I especially loved the fact that I can go to the rooftop
and just relax, eat, have coffee in the morning and at night, and WORK! Because the wifi and internet connection
is that strong! I would love to stay here again if they would have me back in the future! Oh! And I found a new
bestfriend, their Dog! This place and hosts are HIGHLY RECOMMEND! ❤ ❤ ❤ 

Nicholas
2 years on Airbnb

· February 2023

I had a wonderful time during my stay. The hosts and room were perfect. Everything is within walking distance.
There is a mall and restaurants just around the corner on your own spot of paradise in the center of CDO.

Hann
Iligan City, Philippines

· December 2021

Thank you for the lovely couple who hosted my stay. They are pretty accommodating and very approachable too!
Their location is well situated and is accessible to a lot of stores. Their place is really lovely and quite relaxing
since you can see a variety of plants in there and you can enjoy the cool breeze by the veranda or rooftop. It is
really clean too and well maintained. I would recommend this to my family and friends. I definitely would stay here
once I visit CDO again! I really enjoyed my conversation with the host relating to life. Till I visit CDO again!
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